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Rachel Lallouz , Staff Writer  

Five clearance divers plunged beneath the surface in an unu-

sual environment a week ago. 

The members from Fleet Diving Unit Pacific (FDU(P)) 

donned wet suits and rebreathers over the Jan. 16 weekend 

and slipped into the Pacific Canada Pavilion tank at the Van-

couver Aquarium Marine Science Centre. 

Surrounded by halibut and sturgeon, and under the watch of 

visitors, the divers carried out demonstrations to showcase 

their navy work. Interactive displays were also set up inside 

the  

aquarium. 

“People don’t know what we do, typically,” said Lieutenant 

(Navy) Greg Oickle, FDU (P) Executive Officer. “So there 

was a lot of contact with the public and it gave us the oppor-

tunity to talk to others about our jobs doing clearance diving 

or port inspections.” 

Lt(N) Oickle and PO1 Giles Pease teamed up to give a special presentation on diving opportunities within the Canadian Armed Forc-

es (CAF) on Saturday afternoon. More than 30 people listened raptly as they discussed training, career paths in military diving, and 

basic diving tasks. 

“They send divers down to diffuse explosives, risking their lives, and the extent of what they do is amazing,” said Nerina Black, a 

seminar audience member. “I had no idea they do so much. They truly save lives.”  The Aquarian’s annual Divers’ Weekend, now in 

its 17th year, focused on the Arctic, with seminar topics ranging from the impacts of climate change to exploring shipwrecks in the 

waters off Cambridge Bay, NU.  

During the clearance diver presentation, Lt(N) Oickle talked about diving under the Arctic ice last spring following the discovery of the 

HMS Erebus wreckage, one of the ships that sank on the journey to find the North West Passage during the 1845 Franklin Expedi-

tion. 

Leading Seaman Marc-Andre Ouimet, LS Ryan Burrel, and Petty Officer First Class John Wood were also on hand to carry out two 

morning and two afternoon diving demonstrations.  “Two divers would suit up in either a wet suit or dry suit and head to the tank, 

where they were counted down to enter the water by the narrator as the crowd watched through the underground viewing glass,” 

says Lt(N) Oickle. “Once underwater, divers swam around, gave high fives and waved to the kids.” 

Divers then demonstrated the difference between regular scuba diving gear and rebreather diving gear. With rebreather diving gear, 

carbon dioxide is filtered from the air through a closed system, meaning no streams of bubbles form in the water as the diver 

breathes. This is used primarily during underwater bomb disposal so as not to disrupt the device. 

“We all really enjoyed getting to be behind the scenes at the aquarium,” said Lt(N) Oickle. “Just getting to be where the general public 

isn’t allowed was something really special. The whole experience was definitely a once in a lifetime opportunity, not only for us but for 

the audience as well.” 
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Katelyn Moores, MARPAC Public Affairs  

An icy dip in Canada’s northern waters is not 

something most people would look forward to, but 

for Fleet Diving Unit (Pacific) (FDU(P)), diving in 

frigid and isolated conditions is an excellent  

opportunity to hone a unique and important skill 

set. Last month, 16 divers from the Operational 

Dive Team, consisting of six Reserve Port  

Inspection Divers and 10 Clearance Divers,  

deployed to Lac Des Roches in Lone Butte, B.C., 

for a five-day ice dive exercise to ensure they are 

prepared to operate in Canada’s Arctic. 

“Clearance divers have a mandate to operate in 

all Canadian waterways,” explained Lieutenant 

(Navy) Kevin Okihiro, the officer in charge of the 

exercise. “It’s important that we stay practiced in 

operating in these northern areas.” The exercise 

aimed to combine the capabilities of the divers 

with those of the SeaBotix Remotely Operated 

Vehicle (ROV), a tethered robot controlled from land that provides real-time information on the underwater environment. 

Capable of traveling to a depth of 950 metres, the ROV allows the dive team to get a clear picture of what’s beneath the 

ice while eliminating the time constraint that decompression imposes on divers. After the ROV does an initial scan of the 

area, objects of interest can be further investigated by the divers. Exercises like this one happen at least once a year 

and provide an excellent opportunity to familiarize the divers with Arctic operations in a demanding, real-world environ-

ment.  The cold weather isn’t the only challenge these divers faced. Lt(N) Okihiro said the main obstacle when operating 

in the Arctic isn’t the frigid temperature, but the remote location.  “The biggest challenge for us is getting there, setting 

up, cutting through the ice and having to operate with limited support,” he said. “The diving isn’t any harder, but the lo-

gistics of getting there are.” 

The Lac Des Roches exercise was a success, helping the team build confidence in both their procedures and abilities in 

isolated, cold-weather conditions. This confidence will be valuable later this month when FDU(P) divers head north once 

again. This time they will be participating in an exercise led by the Undersea Warfighting Development Centre’s Arctic 

Submarine Lab on an ice floe in the Beaufort Sea, 250 nautical miles north of Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. The bilateral  

operation will establish an ice camp to support a U.S. submarine exercise that includes participation from a number of 

organizations and militaries, including the United States Navy, the Royal Navy, the Royal Canadian Navy and the Royal 

Canadian Air Force.  

The remoteness of Canada’s North combined with the lack of infrastructure requires a uniquely trained force to  

effectively operate in the area. By participating in exercises like these, FDU(P) divers ensure they remain trained and 

equipped to operate in Arctic conditions as they continue to enhance northern sovereignty in support of the Canada First 

Defence Strategy. 
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Captain Kirk Sullivan, CJOC Headquarters 

A Clearance Diver from Fleet Diving Unit (Pacific) recently deployed to 

Lithuania to help improve the safety of seafarers in the Baltic Sea.  

Leading Seaman Hector Ladron de Guevara participated in Operation 

Open Spirit 2016 in Klaipeda, Lithuania, from May 13-27.  He and his 

fellow divers worked with their counterparts from 12 nations to remove 

unexploded ordnance left from the First and Second World Wars.  During 

the operation, LS Ladron de Guevara placed explosives on a recently 

discovered mine.  When the area around the mine was secured, the  

Canadian dive team conducted a controlled detonation.  “It’s a  

challenging task and we need to be careful when approaching objects 

that could be mines,” he said.  “When objects are identified as mines, we 

use our well-rehearsed procedures to ensure we conduct the detonation 

safely. We practice regularly to make sure we’re ready for these real-life 

situations.”  Originally from Villahermosa, Mexico, LS Ladron de Guevara came to Canada in 1996 and joined the Canadian Armed 

Forces in 2001 as Boatswain.  He became a Clearance Diver in 2012 and has deployed on Exercise Dugong and Operation Nanook.  

“I love training for operations and appreciate the opportunities to deploy and work alongside divers from around the world,” he said.  

During Operation Open Spirit 2016, he and the Canadian dive team exchanged tactics, techniques, and procedures with allies in order 

to refine explosive ordnance disposal capabilities.  “It’s always interesting to work with divers from other countries,” he said.  “During 

this operation, we shared practices that work well for us and picked up some good tips that may help us in the future. It was a great 

experience.”  Operation Open Spirit is an annual multinational operation that provides the CAF with an opportunity to strengthen ties 

with key allies in Eastern Europe.  The operation is also a chance for Royal Canadian Navy Clearance Divers to develop and validate 

advanced conventional munitions disposal capabilities under conditions that cannot be easily replicated in Canada. 
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Editor’s 10 Foot Stop 
     As with any previous issues, the saddest part of being the editor of the 
Dippers Digest is reporting the passing of any Divers from our midst. This 
issue is no exception especially with the number of truly great people that 
we have lost. Since the last issue, the Divers I know about include John 
(Jack) Hartley (Dinger) Bell, George Burton Carnahan, Charles (Chuck) 
Rolfe, Kenneth J. Whitney and James (Doug) Ross. 5 Bells to all! Special 
mention also goes to the sad loss of Dr. Derek John (Piet) Kidd who was 
our very special guest of honour at the last CNDA Reunion. I apologize if I 
have left out or am unaware of anyone else I haven’t named herein. As an 
association we are still very much reeling with the loss “Chuck” Rolfe in 
particular who passed away so suddenly and was so active on our behalf. 
He was very much the glue that bound our organization together for a very 
long time and worked tirelessly as a major contributor to the Dippers Digest 
and the inner workings of the CNDA Executive. His interest in gathering 
and authoring material to write a history of the branch is a legacy that he 
had left as a work in progress. It still needs to be organized and published 
in a manner that fits his vision. More to follow as we sort out and collate 
what he left behind. Chuck, we certainly thank you for the guiding hand you 
had provided us for so long.  
    I would like to now take this opportunity to announce that the CNDA has 
reorganized as a result of a number of issues including the loss of Chuck 
from our ranks. The most notable impact has been the amalgamation of the 
Ottawa and Western Chapters into a single “Western Chapter”. I invite all 
CNDA members to visit the web site Executive Page to review the minutes 
posted of the last CNDA Executive Minutes linked therein to explain the 
ongoing Constitution Review and the newly realigned Executive 
Membership and reorganization of the CNDA.  Have a great summer all 
and we will strive to have another issue posted for 15 September is 
according to the publishing schedule.                                                     TMF 


